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To Possibilities of Solution of
Differential Equation of
Logistic Function
Summary
The contents of the paper relates to articles of authors using the mathematics in
economics with application in Excel. It focuses upon the information flow using the
logistic function, which describes the spread of information in a system with limited
capacity and the solution by Bernoulli‘s differential equation. The aim of the article is to
analyse the application of the logistic function to describe the spread of information or
number of customers in a hypermarket depending on time. It is expressed by
Bernoulli‘s differential equation with constant coefficients. Theoretical starting points
are being illustrated on practical examples using the approximate method for solving
the integral by systematic integration. It presents the process, analysis and
specification of the relative mistake. There is an example showing the programming of
the solution of a primitive function in Excel, its process, discussion on results. Finally
there is analysis of the solution of economic calculations in Excel, the procedure of
task transformation and the comparison of obtained results with the reality. A given
application may be used as an effective tool for modelling tasks on system saturation.
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1. Introduction

The aim of logistic is to achieve the optimal
solution of a certain topic in its application field.
One of possible methods for solving it is the usage
of logistic function. This function was introduced
into the logistic by Pierre Francois Verhulst in the
19th century and it found its application in many
fields.
Authors focused on the stream of information
employing the logistic function which describes the
spread of information in a system with limited
capacity. They give solution by Bernoulli‘s
differential equation. In addition to this authors
present possibilities for its solution using a method
of systematic integration and its application in
Excel or similar spreadsheets.

Logistic function x(t) describing the spread of
information or the number of customers in a
hypermarket in dependence on the time t, in a
system with limited capacity N has the following
form
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Let us suppose, that the velocity of spreading
the quantity x(t) of economic information among
N participants is proportional to the product of
entities sending and receiving the information thus
it fits the following equation
x´(t) = k.[N – x(t)].x(t) = k.N.x(t) – k.x2(t)

(3)

By comparing (2) and (3), we get after
arrangement

2. Differential equation of logistic
function

xt  

where a, b, c are the parameters, t is the time
variable.

(1)

a = N,

c = k.N, b = [N – x(0)]/x(0),

where x(0) is a number of entities sending the
information in the time 0.
Expression (3) is Bernoulli‘s differential
equation with constant coefficients k.N and – k. Its
solution is the function
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To evaluate the coefficcient k it is necessary
n
to
take the info
ormation from
m the „interiior“ of the
interval
i
(0, )).
Example 1. Spreading of the fame [1]. Let us
suppose that there are 1200 students in the college
area. 8 from those studentts start to sprread certain
fame. Furtherr on we supp
pose that 18 hours later
there were 800 students fam
miliar with this fame.
d the fame
How longg does it takke to spread
among more than
t
1100 stuudents?
Solution. To solve thiis problem we
w use the
w parameterrs N = 1200, x(0)
x = 8.
function (4) with
The paraameter k iss evaluated from the
condition

1200
,
1200  8 k .1200.18 
1
.e
8
where
w
k = –0,000263754333

The equuation (3) iss Bernoulli‘s differential
equation witth constant co
oefficients (wiith functions
f(t) = –k.N, g(t) = –k) and
d with parameeter m = 2.
nctions f and g are not con
nstant, (if for
If the fun
example, thee capacity of N depends on
n time t) it is
necessary to
t compute the integrals in (7).
Generally, itt is impossiblee to express th
he integral in
square bracckets in (7) in explicit form using
elementary functions.
f
Th
herefore it is necessary to
choose th
he approxim
mate method
d for its
computation
n. The systematic integratio
on represents
one of possiible methods.
3. System
matic integ
gration

Interval a, b
b of the variaable t will be divided
d
on n
equidistant parts
p
with the step

h  (b  a ) / n, a  t0 , b  t n .

(8)

Equidistaant nodal poin
nts are:

x(18)
x
= 800 =

ti  t0  i.h, i  0, 1, . . . n
(5)

The answeer is on figuree 1. It takes 24
2 hours to
spread the fam
me among 11116 students.

(9)

To ded
duce the fo
ormulas for systematic
integration, we start with
h Lagrange‘s formula for
the points t0, t1, ... tk:
i

t  t0 .t  t1 ...  ...t  tk 
Lk t    li t . f ti , li t  
i
i 0
ti  t0 .ti  t1 ...  ...ti  tk 
(10)
k

where in numerator an
nd in denomin
nator the i-th
parenthesis is omitted [i.. e. in the nuumerator the
ominator the
parenthesis (t – ti) and in the deno
( i – ti)].
parenthesis (t
The polyynomial li(t) of
o k – 1 degrrees is called
the Lagrangge interpolatiion polynomiial with the
property

Figure 1 Saturation of a syste
em with a consta
ant capacity

A general form of Bernoulli‘s differential
equation is tth
he following
x t   f t .xt   g t .x m t , m  0, m  1,
f t , g t  are continous functions
o

li(tj) = 0 forr i  j, li(tj) = 1 for i = j,,
i, j = 0, 1, ... k < n
(11)
The firrst three Lagrange interpolation
i
polynomials for the points t0 = 0, t4 = 4,
4 h = 1, k =
4 are presented on figure 2.

(6)

Its solution
n for m = 2 iss given by form
mula
 g u  d u
 t f s 

1
d s  C  , wh
here E s   e 0
 E t  
xt 
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(7)
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interpolatingg nodes (9). In
n practical app
plications we
choose r = 10 until 20 and
a we get in
n majority of
cases the results with a relative
r
error of 5 % and
less.
Examplee 2. Prograamming com
mputation of
values of priimitive functio
on
x

F x   C   f t  d t

forr xa, a + 10h

(15)

a

Figure 2 La
agrange interpola
ation polynomials
s of the 4th
degre
ee

Lagrange interpolation
n polynomiaal depends
polation pointts. Lagrange‘ss formula is
only on interp
a linear com
mbination of Lagrange in
nterpolation
polynomials.
p
t
linear
The coeffiicients of this
a the values of interpolateed function
combination are
in
i points (9). These pointss are called in
nterpolation
nodes
n
or quadrature
q
n
nodes. The Lagrange‘s
formula is a theoretical basis for deducing the
integration
i
an
nd compound quadrature fo
ormulas.
We will choose equidisstant interpolaation nodes
(9) and comp
puted quadratuure formulas. These will
have
h the follow
wing form
b

k

I k  H i . f (ti ) , where H i  li (t )dt
i 0

(12)

a

We shall consider th
hat, the inteegral Ik is
computed forr various valuees of the uppeer bound b.
These
T
values are the interpo
olation nodes (9).
For k = 5 we get (after longer compuutation) the
mulas for systtematic integraation:
following form
ah

 f t dt 

h
4775f t0  1472f t1  798
7 f t2   482f t3  173
1 f t4   27f t5 
1440

 f t dt 

h
28f t0  129f t1 14f t2  14f t3  6 f t4  1f t5 
90

 f t dt 

3h
17f t0   37f t1  38f t2   38f t3  7 f t4  1f t5 
160

 f t dt 

4h
7 f t0   32f t1 12f t2   32f t3  7 f t4   0 f t5 
90

 f t dt 

5h
19f t0   75f t1  50f t2   50f t3  75f t4  19f t5 
288

a
a2h

a
a3h

a
a4h

a
a5h

a

(13)
t0 5h

t0 10h

t0 15h

t0

t0

t0 5h

t0 10h

 f (t) dt   f (t) dt   f (t) dt   f (t) dt .

. .

tn

 f (t) dt

tn 5h

(14)
we get forr b = a +r.55h (where r is
i a natural
number)
n
a ruule (algorithm)) to compute the values
of primitive function to
o the function f(t) in
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 Into the block C6:C116 we step byy step insert
the valuees f(a), f(a+h),, f(a+2h), ... f((a+10h).
 Into the cell F3 we insert the step h..
 Into the cell F6 we in
nsert integratiion constant
C.
 Into thee cells in blo
ock F7:F16 we
w gradually
insert thee instructions (16)
=F6+(475*C6+
+1427*C7–798*C
C8+482*C9–
173*C10+277*C11)*$F$3/14440
=F6+(28*C6+129*C7+14*C8+
+14*C9–6*C10+
+C11)*$F$3/90
=F6+(17*C6+73*C7+38*C8+38*C9–
7*C10+C11)*$F$3*3/160
=F6+(7*C6+32*C7+12*C8+322*C9+7*C10+0**C11)*$F$3*4/
90
+19*C11)*$F$3
=F6+(19*C6+75*C7+50*C8+50*C9+75*C10+
*5/288
=F11+(475*C111+1427*C12–7998*C13+482*C114–
173*C15+277*C16)*$F$3/14440
=F11+(28*C111+129*C12+14**C13+14*C14–
6*C15+C166)*$F$3/90
=F11+(17*C111+73*C12+38*C
C13+38*C14–
7*C15+C166)*$F$3*3/160
=F11+(7*C11+
+32*C12+12*C113+32*C14+7*C
C15+0*C16)*$F
$3*4/90
=F11+(19*C111+75*C12+50*C
C13+50*C14+75*C15+19*C16)
*$F$3*5/288

The values F(a)
F = C, F(a+
+h), F(a+2h), ... F(a+10h)
appear in blo
ock F6:F16.

Because it is valid
tn

in Excel we
w proceed fo
ollowing way:

Note. The
T
values of
o function f(t)
f
can be
generated byy a formula or,
o they can be observed
values. If th
he number off nodes n  5r + 1, the
formulas fo
or missing no
odes are addeed by a less
exact quadraature formulaas, e. g. by thee trapezoidal
formula
=F16+(C16 + C17)*$F$3/2 for the 1st
1 following
b the Simpson
n‘s formula
node or by
=F16+(C16 +4*C17+C118)*$F$3/3 for
f the 2nd
following node or by a three-eights ru
ule
=F16+(C16+3*C17+3*C
C18+C19)*$F$$3*3/8 for
the 3rd fo
ollowing node or by Boole‘ss rule
=F16+(7*C16+32*C17+12*C18+32*C
C19+7*C20)
*$F$3*4/
/90 for the 4th
h following no
ode.
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For the 5th following node we can use the last 5
formulas in (13) for the cells shifted down 5 rows.
4. Application in Excel

Excel is used mainly in economic computations.
We will construct an application performing the
formula (7) in Excel. Its construction in other
spreadsheet program is similar. The application is
based upon the systematic integration, which does
not give the „names“ of integrals in formula (7),
but, for practice, it gives sufficiently accurate values
in nodes (2). In addition to, it provides with a
graph of the solution x(t) in dependence on the
time t. On screen it appears as on figure 3.
Choosing n = 100 and sufficiently short interval [0,
tn] the results are accurate at least on 5 decimal
places.
Figure 3 presents the computation of the
example 1. graph x(t) of the process of saturation is
depicted on figure 1.
LOGISTIKAx´ (t ) = k (t ). [N (t ) - x (t )].x (t ), x (t 0) = x 0
 t0
 t n ] s krokom 0,24
t  [
0
24
x(24) = 1116,4278
 N (t ) = 1200
 t  =k (t )
x 0
0,6 2,638E-04 1200
8
0 0,0002638 1200
8
0
8,626827 -0,075961
0,24 0,0002638 1200
0,48 0,0002638 1200
9,302385 -0,151922
10,0304 -0,227884
0,72 0,0002638 1200

Exp[-F(t)]
1
1,078921
1,16407
1,255939

-k*Exp[-F(t)] integrál
0,0002638 0,125
0,0002846 0,1250658
0,000307 0,1251367
0,0003313 0,1252133

25,0

20,0

] s krokom 0,2
x(20) = 61,208648
12*SQRT(t)+10
x 0
10
10
0
10,06291 -0,026318
x
10,19362 -0,059473
10,36178 -0,096384
10,56238 -0,136478
10,79009 -0,179157
11,0448
-0,224319
11,32432 -0,271677
11,62773 -0,321065
11,95443 -0,372353
15,0

 tn
20
 N (t ) =
19,29516
10
15,36656
17,58947
19,29516
20,73313
22
23,14534
24,19859
25,17893
26,09969
10,0

5,0

0,0

t
0,6
70,0 0
60,00,2
50,00,4
40,00,6
30,00,8
20,0 1
10,01,2
0,01,4
1,6
1,8

 t0
0
 =k (t )
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
N
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01
0,01

 tn
] s krokom 0,1
x(10) = 249,36429
10
 N (t ) = 12*(t-5)^2+10
x 0
10
242,32
10
310
0
13,39652 -0,30404
298,12
17,66914 -0,59632
286,48
x
22,92819 -0,87708
275,08
29,2491
263,92
-1,14656
36,65053 -1,405
253
45,07314 -1,65264
242,32
54,36448 -1,88972
231,88
12,0
10,0
4,0
6,0 64,27622
8,0
221,68
-2,11648
74,47782 -2,33316
211,72

Figure 5 Saturation of systems with variable capacity

If the function n(t) is not decreasing, x(t) < n(t)
for all t ≥ 0. see example 3 on figure 4. If the
function n(t) is decreasing, the x(t) > n(t) for
some t ≥ 0. See the example 4 on figure 5. In that
case is it convenient to place the number of those
informed by the function
Y(T) =MIN(X(T), N(T)),

Figure 3 Application LOGISTIKA

t  [

 t0
0
 t  =k (t )
0,6
0,01
350,0 0 0,01
0,1 0,01
300,0
0,2 0,01
250,0
0,3 0,01N
200,0
0,4
150,0 0,01
0,5 0,01
100,0
0,6 0,01
50,0
0,7 0,01
0,0
0,80,00,01 2,0
0,9 0,01
t  [

(17)

because the number of informed entities cannot
exceed the number of all participants in the system.
This minimum is indicated by bold line on figure 5.
5. Conclusion

Economic problem is solved in such a way, that it
is transformed into a corresponding mathematical
model. For dynamic tasks it is mostly the common
or partial differential equation. If the solution is
known in explicit form, then the analysis is
performed. The attributes of solution are
compared with reality. According to this, one can
consider how suitable it is to replace the real task
by a mathematical model.
Ii is shown that, the differential equation (3)
describes the saturation of a system well if the
capacity of the N system is not decreasing. If the
capacity of the system is decreasing than the
correction is appropriate (17).
The given application can serve as an effective
tool for modelling the task on system saturation.

Figure 4 Saturation of systems with increasing capacity
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